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Citation analysis and Journal impact factor  
 
Citation analysis 
Citation is the process of acknowledging the resource used in a written work, by citing the 
original source for the information or findings. Such citations can be analysed and counted as 
measures of the usage and hence, impact of the cited work, giving rise to citation analysis.  
 
Citation counts can be done for: 

1. an individual article (how often it was cited) 
2. an author (total citations, or average citation count per article) 
3. a journal (average citation count for the articles in the journal) 

  
Hence, it serves as a guide to the importance or influential level of a particular article, 
author or journal in a particular field which researchers can use.  
 
Journal impact factor 
Citation data is also the basis of the journal impact factor. The impact factor is a measure 
reflecting the average number of citations to articles published in science and social science 
journals. It is frequently used as a proxy for the relative importance of a journal within its 
field. 
 
Where are the subscribed databases that provides these data? 
 Within NTU Library’s subscribed databases, they are three which provides such data. Do note 
that both the citation index and the journal impact factor are only meant as a guide, and are 
not absolute in determining the relative importance of an article, author and journal.  
 
CNKI 
Some journal articles in the database may provide the following citation information: 
 

1. 参考文献：反映本文研究工作的背景和依据。 

2. 共引文献（也称同引文献）:与本文有相同参考文献的文献，与本文有共同研究背景或依

据。 

3. 二级参考文献：本文参考文献的参考文献。进一步反映本文研究工作的背景和依据。 

 
Web of Science 
Includes the Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) and the Arts and Humanities Citation Index 
(AHCI) for English articles 
 
Scopus 
Combines subject searching with citation browsing and tracking in the sciences and social 
sciences for English articles.  
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